Self-plagiarism in music and science
Composers are much more relaxed about self-plagiarism than scientists. It was practised by the best: take Bach's Christmas Oratorio, which recycles several of his secular cantatas, and Mozart's Mass in C Minor, which was transformed into his Davidde Penitente.
As for Handel, he was prone to reproducing his own and his colleagues' music with equal nonchalance. His love duet 'No [pause] PLoS ONE 5, e14279; 2010) .
One is that these are biomedical research papers. This field has many different authorsequence conventions and citation cultures.
In basic research, the first author on a publication is typically a PhD student and the last author is his or her supervisor. The papers come from closely knit research groups, especially in molecular biology, and tend to have zero
Negative results need airing too
The problem of the invisibility of negative results is underlined by the media storm over a paper supporting extrasensory perception being published in a reputable psychology journal (see The New York Times, 5 January 2011 
Think bigger for conservation
The US initiative to 'think big' about landscape-conservation cooperatives is an imaginative approach to conserving species distance between the first and last authors, and to be cited more frequently than clinical research papers.
By contrast, clinical research projects typically have no clear hierarchical structure among collaborators, and often apply alphabetical ordering of co-authors. Hence, the type of research could also explain the positive correlation you discuss.
The challenge in training researchers to collaborate on publications is to find a balance between face-to-face discussion and the use 
